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Abstract: This article aims to analyze the role of the Medan City Religious Harmony Forum (FKUB) in shaping harmony in digital literacy-based virtual communities. FKUB has a central role as an institution that ensures that the aspirations and interests of religious communities can be accommodated effectively. In addition to making real improvements, FKUB also initiated its moderating role through the digital realm. This research adopts a qualitative method using a phenomenological approach. Primary data was obtained through interactions with key informants, while secondary data sources involved articles, books, reportage related to the context of the research theme. Data collection was conducted through interview, observation, and documentation techniques. Data analysis used the Miles and Huberman analysis model with the steps of data coding, data presentation, and conclusion drawing. The results showed that FKUB initiated digital literacy-based religious moderation through two development communication models. The first model is a linear model where FKUB acts as a community educator. The second model is a participatory model that is usually uploaded on Instagram, FaceBook and Youtube social media. This model allows the community to comment and have two-way communication with the FKUB. Both models are oriented towards creating collective intelligence as an indicator of building virtual harmony. Through digital literacy-based development communication, FKUB can be a mediator in meeting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s), namely: Peace, justice and strong institutions, as well as promoting equality and reducing inequality.
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1. Introduction

Religious moderation in Indonesia is still a contemporary issue. Reporting the results of the Wahid Institute survey, the intolerance rate in 2021 peaked at 54%, which increased by 8% from the previous year (Media Indonesia, 2022). Even worse, at the level of virtual space, complaints of religious violence have touched more than 3000 cases (Kominfo, 2021). More specifically, in the context of Medan City, this issue is still a challenge in the life of a heterogeneous society.

Based on the latest data, Medan City ranks 88 out of a total of 94 cities in Indonesia, with a score of 4420. This figure reflects a low level of harmony when compared to the highest rank occupied by Singkawang with a score of 6.583 (Setara Institute, 2023). Furthermore, cities in northern Sumatra are experiencing theological chaos (Serambi News, 2023).

Religious heterogeneity in Indonesia today poses challenges and conflicts (Dewi et al., 2023). Differences in beliefs are often a source of discord and tension in society.
Religious conflicts have occurred throughout history, both on a small and large scale, and sometimes even triggered armed conflict. Another challenge that may arise is discrimination and intolerance against religious minorities, which can threaten human rights and religious freedom.

This problem continues to experience continuity along with the development of communication technology. Technology provides opportunities for anyone to massively spread messages including hate speech (Serna, 2023). These hateful messages are often spread quickly and widely, creating an environment that triggers disharmony among religious communities. The power and scope of social media allows toxic messages to reach large numbers of people in a short time, threatening interfaith harmony and cooperation (Valkonen et al., 2023).

The potential for hate speech can lead to segregation in society due to extremism and intolerance (Khan et al., 2023; Khumaini et al., 2023). Especially in the digital era, hate speech exists in massive numbers so that there is often uproar in the virtual space. This challenge is what the Forum Kerukunan Umat Beragama (FKUB) is trying to alleviate through digital literacy in accommodating the interests of heterogeneity.

Ideally, as a nation that has embraced the motto “Bhinneka Tunggal Ika” cases of intolerance can be optimally degraded. In Muhtadi (2019) heterogeneity is a necessity for the Indonesian nation. In maintaining the dynamics of heterogeneity, proportional religious moderation is needed. More deeply, the urgency of maintaining social and human values must be an important point in addition to religion (Al-Mujtahid and Sazali, 2023). At this level, a qualified curriculum is needed to eliminate issues of intolerance.

The connection between digital literacy and moderation can be applied in the hope of becoming an antidote to various conflicts (Subchi et al., 2022). By utilizing broad access and reach, FKUB can utilize social media as a campaign instrument for religious moderation amidst the plurality of Medan City.

This research breaks down conventional barriers and shows deep urgency in the context of religious diversity in an increasingly complex digital era. With the inevitable expansion of virtual space, the role of religious harmony forums in digital literacy-based religious moderation is essential to maintain community harmony. This urgency also includes the fulfillment of the Sustainable Development Goal’s (SDGS) in Indonesia to fulfill the nation’s quality of life in the fields of peace, justice and resilient institutions.

2. Literature review

This research uses Participatory Communication Theory as an essential foundation (Dearing, 1995; Dearing and Singhal, 2014). This theory underscores the importance of active involvement of individuals in the communication process, particularly in cyberspace. In the context of religious harmony forums, this theory encourages active community participation in discussions and exchanges of ideas, ensuring that various views and understandings related to religious moderation can be accommodated. Through digital literacy, the forum provides an inclusive and interactive platform, allowing community members to access, evaluate and generate information that supports religious moderation.
The author will review five elements of digital literacy based on the above theory, namely: 1) Community Participation (Parry et al., 2021), 2) Literacy Process (Chen et al., 2022), 3) Social Context (Wentzel and Skinner, 2022), 4) Information Sources (Müller et al., 2022) and 5) Feedback Cycle (Hsu et al., 2023).

The researcher has summarized several previous articles with the keywords “religious moderation” and “virtual sphere”. The authors collectively collected 1,000 previous articles using the Publish or Perish application and then analyzed them using the VosViewer application, the results are as follows in Figure 1:

![Figure 1. Network visualization of religious moderation.](image1)

From the figure above, it can be seen that the form of networks that discuss religious moderation in virtual space is quite varied. This indicates that the level of moderation in virtual space involves many things. For more details, the author will conduct a visual density to analyze the themes that often appear in research on religious moderation in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Density visualization of religious moderation.](image2)

Through the picture above, the themes that are often discussed are religious moderation value. Furthermore, religious moderation in the virtual space includes
contemporaryization, indicators and education. It is quite interesting to the author with the emergence of the theme of digital native and generation. The presence of this theme indicates that religious moderation is a necessity that is continuity. In addition to the above analysis, the author has selected several previous studies to create a relevant research gap.

The first article entitled “Religious Harmony Forum: Ideal Religious Moderation in the Frame of Building Tolerance in Medan City, Indonesia” (2023). The moderating concept that stands out in this research is the concept of development with key opinion leaders. Previous research discussed the role of FKUB in building collective awareness of heterogeneity in Medan City. The previous research and this article have similarities in reviewing the role of FKUB in accommodating the values of religious moderation in Medan City. However, this article specifically discusses the role of FKUB in accommodating collective intelligence in virtual space. The results show that the Religious Harmony Forum of Medan City is working on various programs with three periodizations. This program is implemented through linear communication and participatory communication models.

Then the research entitled “Islamic Communication in Voicing Religious Moderation as an Effort to Prevent Conflicts of Differences in Beliefs” (2023). The model of religious moderation that emerges in this research is conflict resolution-based Islamic communication. The results showed that the main challenge in instilling an attitude of religious moderation with Islamic nuances encourages the importance of Islamic communication to create interaction, giving rise to dialogue and tolerance as a prevention of religious conflict. The difference lies in the context of the discussion where this article specifically discusses religious moderation in the digital space. The results showed that the main challenge in internalizing the values of religious moderation is the drive to create interaction. Then FKUB and religious leaders have a role to accommodate religious harmony and strengthen tolerance.

Furthermore, the research entitled “Challenges of Islamic education in the new era of information and communication technologies” (2023). The model of religious moderation that stands out in this study is the pedagogical model. Previous research discussed cyberculture policies based on educational values. This article discusses digital literacy based on Qur’anic interpretation based on indicators of religious moderation. The results show that religious teaching (Qur’an, Sunnah, and Hadith) is effective as the best source of Islamic education for formulating cultural policies in the virtual space, raising family and individual awareness of threats and opportunities in the virtual space in the face of new phenomena and educational challenges in Islamic society in the era of information and communication.

Finally, the research entitled “Interrupting Voice in Cyber Media: Standing and Rationales of Indonesian Ulema Council (MUI) of West Sumatra in Rejecting Religious Moderation Campaign” (2022). The concept emphasized in this research is the guided moderation model with the West Sumatra Ulema Council as the key opinion leader. Previous research shows that through cyberspace, there are also responses, confirmations, and arguments between communication subjects that make the religious discourse discussed remain relevant. The difference with this article is the research subject where this article specifically makes FKUB as the research subject. This article shows that the West Sumatra Ulama Council rejected the government’s
religious moderation campaign, with arguments in cyberspace that kept religious discussion relevant and emphasized cyberspace as a public space for rational evaluation of the campaign.

3. Method

The type of research that the author uses in this article is qualitative research (Creswell, 2020; Yin, 2013). Qualitative research allows researchers to understand the context and complexity of phenomena and provides the flexibility to explore diverse perspectives and allow for unexpected discoveries to emerge during the research process (Creswell and Poth, 2018). According to the aims of this research that analyze the role of the Medan City Religious Harmony Forum (FKUB) in shaping harmony in digital literacy-based virtual communities. The approach used in this research is phenomenology to explore and understand the essence or structure of human experience experienced directly (Van Manen, 2014). The paradigm used in this research is constructivist with a more contextual and in-depth understanding of how individuals shape their understanding of the world (Olsen and Pilson, 2022; Pilarska, 2021).

The research location of this study is at the FKUB Secretariat of Medan City, Jl. Ramlan Yatim No.2, Kotamatsum III, Kec. Medan Kota, Medan City, North Sumatra 20212. Primary data sources in this research are key informants, namely: Chairman of FKUB Medan City, Leaders of various religions who are members of FKUB, Digital Communication Experts, Social and Cultural Experts and the People of Medan City. The selection of the three informants was based on the position and authority of the informants in making policies at FKUB. in addition, the three informants also have good knowledge that related to the issue of religious moderation in Indonesia.

The data collection techniques used in this research are observation interviews and documentation. The data collection that collected from the three informants was conducted during the time period of November-December 2023. Unfortunately, the interview technique has the disadvantage of being affected by the subjectivity and bias of both interviewers and respondents (Rubin and Rubin, 2012). The major theme of this question is FKUB’s efforts to accommodate religious interests in creating collective intelligence. The main questions were: 1) How are efforts to build religious moderation based on digital literacy? 2) What model does FKUB use in creating collective intelligence related to religious moderation? After the data is collected, the author will analyze the Miles and Huberman version of data with four stages, namely: data collection, data presentation, data reduction and verification and conclusion drawing (Miles et al., 2014; Miles and Huberman, 2016).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Development communication of FKUB medan city based on digital literacy

From the results of the author’s observations and interviews, it can be understood that the development communication models used are linear and participatory models. These two models are popular methods in the context of development communication.
FKUB Medan City has a crucial role in supporting the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGS) in Indonesia through digital literacy-based development communication. With social media campaigns, FKUB Medan City makes an active contribution in empowering the community and building a deep understanding of tolerance, religious harmony, and conflict resolution. Through the utilization of social media platforms, FKUB is able to reach a wider audience, promote diversity values, and support interfaith collaboration.

The linear model in the context of development communication describes communication as a one-way flow from a message sender (e.g., government, development agency, or non-governmental organization) to a message receiver (e.g., community, community group). The message is delivered through media or other communication channels, and the message receiver is expected to receive, understand, and follow the directions or instructions given (Servaes, 2020).

This model is implemented by FKUB through media collaboration various open platforms. So far, the most active platforms of FKUB Medan city are Facebook, Website and Youtube. While other platforms are being sought to be active within this year. In addition to disseminating religious moderation content, FKUB also manages its media as a competition platform such as speeches that have been broadcast thousands of times. This is considered successful because the number of viewers exceeds the previously set estimate. FKUB also collaborates with several newspapers in Medan city to spread the message of moderation even more massively.

Through the author’s observations, there are several major themes carried by FKUB Medan City that are linear in digital literacy-based development efforts. Linear content is usually disseminated through the FKUB website. Meanwhile, other social media are two-way communication and participatory. It can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Tabulation of linear communication model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No theme title content</th>
<th>No theme title content</th>
<th>No theme title content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Education and Training</td>
<td>FKUB Holds Harmony Awareness Development throughout Medan City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Digital Literacy Awareness Campaign</td>
<td>Year-end reflection (inviting the community to maintain harmony)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Dissemination of Positive Information</td>
<td>Information on collaboration, traditional events, annual events, and so on.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Collaboration with External Parties</td>
<td>Gathering Visit of FKUB Management of Medan City, Head of Ministry of Religious Affairs, Belawan Police and Mayor of Medan City.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Monitoring and Rapid Response</td>
<td>24-hour active call center, email and complaint website</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Inclusivity-Based Approach</td>
<td>Inaugural, FKUB Medan City successfully held a seminar on Religious Harmony Workshop for Medan City 2023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Youth Involvement</td>
<td>Akbar Makrab of Religious Studies Students of UIN North Sumatra, FKUB of Medan City eager to Participate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Big Day Commemoration</td>
<td>Commemorating religious holidays that are scheduled nationally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Literacy Education and Training: FKUBs can organize digital literacy education and training programs for their members and the general public. This includes understanding the use of social media platforms, critical appraisal of online
information, and the ability to filter content that may trigger conflict (Machendrawaty et al., 2022; Mahrus et al., 2020).

2) Digital Literacy Awareness Campaigns: Through awareness campaigns, FKUBs can convey messages about the importance of digital literacy in the context of religious harmony. These campaigns can be conducted through social media, webinars and online educational materials (Mahyudin et al., 2022).

3) Dissemination of Positive Information: FKUBs can be active in disseminating positive and inspiring information related to religious harmony. This can shape a positive image and provide real examples of how religious communities can live in harmony (Yusuf and Mutiara, 2022).

4) Collaboration with External Parties: FKUBs can establish partnerships with external parties, such as educational institutions, the government, and digital literacy organizations. These collaborations can expand their reach and provide additional resources to build digital literacy (Bachrong and Karim, 2022; Waston and Suwartini, 2022).

5) Monitoring and Rapid Response: Establish an online monitoring team that focuses on content that has the potential to trigger religious conflict. This team can provide a quick response to harmful content and work with social media platforms to address violations (Novebri and Pratiwi, 2021).

6) Inclusivity-based Approach: FKUBs can encourage an inclusive approach to digital literacy, teaching their members to respect different religions and views. This includes opening space for discussion and listening to diverse perspectives (Amirullah and Islamy, 2022; Sumpena and Jamaludin, 2020).

7) Youth engagement: Getting youth involved in digital literacy and religious moderation initiatives can create significant positive impact. They can be powerful agents of change in building harmony in virtual spaces (Badi’Rohmawati and Izza, 2022; Saputra et al., 2022).

8) Big Day Commemoration: FKUBs can utilize virtual space to celebrate and commemorate religious holidays together. Organizing online events, such as webinars, virtual concerts, or thematic discussions, can strengthen the sense of interfaith solidarity and celebrate religious diversity in a positive way. It is important to ensure that commemorations of religious holidays are delivered with respect and do not demean other religions, thus supporting religious moderation efforts in cyberspace (Najib et al., 2022).

From the interviews with Informant 1 and Informant 3, they suggested that this linear model allows for two-way communication so that there is a reciprocal relationship between FKUB as communicator and the community as communicant.

“In improving digital literacy, we do use social media as a forum for religious moderation campaigns. The use of media aims to receive input or suggestions from the community.” (Informant 3)

“We also make many collaborations that are exhibited to the public as a form of digital campaign. There are also competitions on YouTube to attract public interest. We also often conduct monitoring at several points that have been determined and then distributed. This is to lure untapped parties to open the door for further collaboration.” (Informant 1)
The second model is the participatory communication model. In development communication, it emphasizes the importance of community participation in the communication and development process. This model recognizes that communities have valuable knowledge and experience and that their participation in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of development projects is key to success. Communication in this model takes place in two directions, where communities are invited to actively participate in formulating problems, constructing solutions, and obtaining relevant information (Crowley and Heyer, 2015).

“We also use a participatory model to invite public interest in religious moderation. Some content is also wrapped with a Call to Act to provoke the community.” (Informant 1)

The following are some digital literacy-based participatory communication contents that can be carried out by FKUB Medan City can be seen in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Content themes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Webinars and Online Discussions</td>
<td>FKUBs can organize webinars and online discussions on topics relevant to religious diversity. These webinars could include understanding different religions, interfaith dialog, and understanding contemporary issues related to religious harmony (Taopan et al., 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Podcasts or Audio Lectures</td>
<td>FKUBs can create audio content, such as podcasts or recording-based lectures, that contain religious insights, success stories of interfaith collaboration, and an in-depth understanding of diversity values. This format allows audiences to listen to the material more flexibly (Arifinsyah &amp; Damanik, 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Educational Infographics and Posters</td>
<td>Use visual media such as infographics and educational posters can help convey information quickly and easily. FKUBs can create visual content that illustrates the principles of tolerance, respect for differences, and the importance of interfaith cooperation (Wikanda et al., 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social Media Campaign</td>
<td>Leverage FKUBs’ presence on social media platforms to spread positive messages and support religious harmony campaigns. Content that can be shared includes inspirational quotes, diversity success stories, and information related to events or activities that support the goal of religious harmony (Prihatiningtyas et al., 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Collaboration with Influential People</td>
<td>UBs can work with influential figures or religious leaders who have influence on social media. Through this collaboration, the message of diversity can be more widely spread and reach more people (Abas &amp; Ghofur, 2023).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the context of using the participatory communication model, areas that can be utilized by the Forum Kerukunan Umat Beragama (FKUB) include the development and implementation of communication strategies that support interactive dialogue and active participation from various community groups. These areas include the use of webinars and online discussions to facilitate interfaith discussions, the production of podcasts or audio lectures that provide educational and inspirational material on a flexible basis, and the use of educational infographics and posters as tools to convey important information about tolerance and interfaith cooperation in an engaging and
easy-to-understand manner. This approach aims to create spaces for individuals and groups to contribute, discuss and interact, strengthening understanding and appreciation of religious and cultural diversity.

“from the five participatory models, we have done all of them, although there are some points that have not been maximized. The evaluation that we noted will boost collaboration with influencers because so far it is still with officials and religious leaders only. We will try to attract several influencer clusters such as young people, entrepreneurs, mothers and several other clusters.” (Informant 2)

Furthermore, social media campaigns and collaboration with influential figures are other important areas in the participatory communication model. By utilizing social media, FKUB can spread positive messages and support religious harmony campaigns, reach a wider audience and trigger community participation in social dialogue (Rahman, 2021). Collaboration with influential figures on social media also strengthens the spread of diversity messages, leveraging their credibility and reach to inspire wider engagement and discussion. These two areas underscore the importance of digital and social media as participatory communication tools, encouraging the exchange of ideas and building collective awareness of the values of diversity and tolerance in society (Rubino et al., 2023).

The efforts made in the linear and participatory communication model by FKUB have a very important urgency in suppressing religious conflict in the community. First of all, through education and training approaches (Dalimunthe et al., 2023; Indainanto et al., 2023), FKUBs can increase their members’ understanding of the values of religious tolerance, harmony and moderation. With this increased awareness, community members are better able to appreciate the diversity of beliefs and avoid conflicts triggered by misunderstanding or prejudice.

Furthermore, digital literacy campaigns and the dissemination of positive information through various media are important because the digital space is often a breeding ground for provocative or harmful narratives, which can trigger religious conflict (Hefni, 2020). By providing education on how to sort and evaluate information wisely, communities can be better able to respond to sensitive content in a constructive and conflict-free manner (Sikumbang et al., 2024).

The importance of youth involvement in this effort cannot be overlooked. Youth play a key role in shaping the future of society, and involving them in education and advocacy activities for interfaith harmony can help shape inclusive and tolerant attitudes from an early age. In addition, collaboration with external parties and influential figures can expand the reach and impact of such efforts, and reinforce messages of peace and unity in society as a whole.

With digital literacy training and educational content, FKUB also seeks to improve the understanding of religious and community leaders regarding the wise use of technology. This initiative directly supports the Indonesian government’s efforts in achieving SDGS, especially in creating an inclusive, just and peaceful society. Through digital literacy-based development communication, FKUB Medan City becomes a positive agent in shaping change towards a sustainable society.
4.2. Collective intelligence as an indicator of virtual harmony building

In this era of globalization, virtual harmony is a crucial aspect in building community interactions online (Siregar, 2022). Collective intelligence, as a form of intelligence that emerges from the collaboration of individuals, has a central role in ensuring the sustainable development of virtual harmony. Moreover, when we relate it to religious moderation, collective intelligence becomes an essential foundation for preventing conflict and enhancing understanding across beliefs.

In virtual spaces, diverse religious understandings and beliefs intersect without geographical boundaries. Collective intelligence enables society to effectively navigate these differences. Diversity of views is not only recognized, but also valued as a potential for creating deeper understanding. Religious moderation is key in maintaining a healthy dialog among members of a virtual society, and collective intelligence is a key tool that supports this understanding (Azisi et al., 2023).

In the context of building virtual harmony related to religious moderation, collective intelligence serves as a key indicator that describes the ability of a community to utilize the intelligence of the individuals involved to create a harmonious and inclusive online environment. There are several indicators that can serve as benchmarks in measuring the successful application of collective intelligence in this context.

The ability to maintain a healthy dialog is an important indicator of collective intelligence (Paulson, 2023). Communities that are able to maintain an open and meaningful dialog between members, including by appreciating a diversity of views, demonstrate an understanding of the importance of listening to and understanding different perspectives.

Then, the ability to be wise in assessing information circulating in virtual spaces is also an indicator of collective intelligence. Communities that are able to critically evaluate the information they receive, especially those related to religious issues, are more likely to avoid disseminating information that could trigger interfaith tensions (Woolley et al., 2015).

Furthermore, the ability to collaborate in resolving conflicts is also an important indicator. Communities that can effectively work together to find solutions to conflicts that arise, without compromising the values of diversity, demonstrate a high level of collective intelligence in managing differences in views.

In addition, the development of empathy and tolerance skills is also an important indicator of collective intelligence. The ability to understand and appreciate the views of others, especially in a religious context, is a hallmark of mature collective intelligence and can reduce the risk of conflict due to incomprehension.

However, it should be noted that the application of collective intelligence has its limits. For example, not all communities or individuals may have the same level of collective intelligence, and this may affect their ability to create virtual harmony. In addition, technical constraints, such as access to technology and digital literacy levels, may also limit a community’s ability to effectively implement collective intelligence.

In an information-filled virtual world, collective intelligence reflects a shared ability to select and assess circulating information (Calof et al., 2022; Riedl et al., 2021). In the context of religious moderation, people who have high collective
intelligence will be better able to filter content that can trigger inter-religious tensions. Sensitivity to potential provocations and understanding that not all information is objective are key points to achieving sustainable virtual harmony.

Inter-religious conflict in virtual space is not a rare thing. However, collective intelligence brings the ability to collaborate in resolving these conflicts. When virtual communities are able to work together to find solutions without having to sacrifice the values of diversity, virtual harmony can continue to grow. Religious moderation in this case involves a concerted effort to achieve mutual understanding and bridge differences. Collective intelligence also includes the development of empathy and tolerance skills. In the context of religious moderation, understanding other people’s points of view is very important. People with high collective intelligence are more likely to be able to put themselves in the shoes of others, thereby reducing the risk of conflict caused by incomprehension.

In the context of building virtual harmony related to religious moderation, collective intelligence serves as a key indicator. Communities that are able to effectively combine the intelligence of their individuals, maintain healthy dialogue, assess information wisely, collaborate in conflict resolution, and develop empathy and tolerance skills, will be able to create a harmonious and inclusive online environment. Investing in the development of collective intelligence is therefore a must to ensure the continuity of virtual harmony within the framework of religious moderation.

4.3. Religious moderation in the context of fulfilling Indonesia’s SDGs

In the digital era that increasingly dominates daily life, the role of religious moderation in the virtual space is crucial in realizing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in Indonesia. Focusing on the areas of peace, justice and resilient institutions, religious moderation in the digital realm not only offers the potential to address religious conflicts, but also as an instrument to achieve sustainable development goals.

1) Peace in Virtual Space: Religious moderation in virtual spaces plays a significant role in creating peace and preventing conflicts that can arise due to differences in beliefs. In the SDGs, target number 16 on “Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions” is a top priority. In this context, religious moderation in cyberspace can help ease potential tensions through open dialog, facilitating constructive discussions, and promoting the values of unity and tolerance (Elvinaro and Syarif, 2022).

2) Justice and Equality in the Digital World: The field of justice and equality is also highlighted in achieving the SDGs. Religious moderation in virtual spaces plays a role in promoting equal access to information and resources, reducing the digital divide, and promoting the values of justice in the treatment of every individual regardless of religious background. Through this approach, religious moderation helps ensure that religious diversity does not become a source of inequality in cyberspace (Hasfi and Rahardjo, 2019; Rossner et al., 2021).

3) Resilient Institutions in a Digital World: Strong institutions are fundamental to sustainable development. Religious moderation in virtual spaces contributes to the formation of strong and ethical institutions. By empowering religious institutions to become facilitators of interfaith dialogue and collaboration,
religious moderation creates the foundation for institutions that are able to tackle challenges and realize sustainable development goals (Latief et al., 2021; Suwendi et al., 2023).

4) Interfaith Dialogue and Virtual Collaboration: Virtual spaces provide a unique opportunity to enhance interfaith dialog and interfaith collaboration. Through online platforms, religious moderation can facilitate virtual meetings, webinars, or online discussions that support understanding and tolerance (Sumpena and Jamaludin, 2020; Taopan et al., 2020). This virtual collaboration is a means to achieve the goals of the SDGs, especially in building shared prosperity and solving complex problems that involve various layers of society.

5) Countering Online Radicalism and Extremism: Religious moderation in virtual spaces also plays a key role in countering online radicalism and extremism (Husni et al., 2022; Samho, 2022). In pursuit of the goals of peace and justice, religious moderation can identify and counter hate-inducing content, and promote narratives that support harmony and unity among digital communities.

6) Inclusive Digital Education: Digital education is a vital component in achieving the SDGs, especially in improving education quality and access. Religious moderation can promote inclusive education, including materials that respect diversity of beliefs. This creates an online learning environment that supports interfaith harmony and understanding (Frarera, 2023).

7) Digital Environmental Sustainability and Shared Responsibility: The sustainability of the digital environment is becoming an increasingly important issue. Religious moderation can promote shared responsibility in the use of virtual spaces, maintaining ethics and morality in online interactions. By shaping digital ethical norms, religious moderation contributes to achieving sustainable development goals that take into account aspects of digital sustainability (Romanelli et al., 2021).

In the context of fulfilling the SDGs in Indonesia, religious moderation in virtual spaces opens up great opportunities to achieve sustainable development goals, particularly in the areas of peace, justice and resilient institutions. Through this approach, religious moderation becomes the main pillar to ensure that religious pluralism in Indonesia becomes a force that advances, not divides (Fauzan et al., 2023). By fostering cooperation and empowering communities online, religious moderation is not only a response to digital challenges, but also a key driver in realizing Indonesia’s vision of sustainable development.

5. Discussion

In facing the increasingly complex dynamics of virtual space, the Forum Kerukunan Umat Beragama (FKUB) is present as a key agent in building harmony through development communication. The concept of harmony not only includes harmony between religious communities, but also explores the potential of digital literacy as the main tool to achieve religious moderation. Participatory communication theory, which emphasizes the active role of the community in the communication process, is a relevant basis in articulating how FKUBs can become pioneers of harmony in the virtual space (Khassawneh and Elrehail, 2022).
In the context of this research, it is important to understand the difference between media literacy, digital literacy and information literacy. Media literacy relates to an understanding of how mass media, such as television, radio and newspapers, and digital platforms, such as websites and social media, are used to disseminate information and messages. Digital literacy, on the other hand, includes an understanding of digital technologies and the ability to interact with online platforms, including the use of the internet, social media and apps. Information literacy, then, focuses on the ability to assess, access and use information critically and effectively, including the ability to assess the reliability of information sources and use information appropriately in decision-making. In the context of digital literacy-based harmony building examined by this research, the integration of the three types of literacy is key in building a collective understanding of religious moderation and interfaith harmony in the virtual space.

FKUBs, through development communication, stimulate active community participation in virtual spaces to build a deeper understanding of religious harmony. Participatory communication theory states that the community is not only a recipient of messages, but also a party to the construction of the message itself. By actively engaging the community in online dialog and activities, FKUB creates a participatory space that allows the community to contribute to the process of creating digital literacy-based harmony.

One of the crucial aspects of digital literacy-based religious moderation is ensuring that people have sufficient understanding of religious and cultural diversity (Faqih, 2021; Purwandari et al., 2022). FKUBs can use online platforms to disseminate educational content such as webinars, podcasts and infographics that build digital literacy and strengthen understanding of different beliefs. By incorporating participatory communication theory, FKUBs encourage communities to actively engage in this learning process, increasing engagement and collective understanding of religious moderation. The same thing was stated by Sahlan, et al (2022) who argued that people tend to access religious information through social media. This should be of particular concern to FKUB as an institution that accommodates religious interests.

In the context of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), FKUB’s approach through digital literacy-based development communication can be linked to several SDGs goals. For example, SDGs target number 16, which emphasizes peace, justice and strong institutions, is directly related to FKUB’s efforts in creating harmony in the virtual space. In addition, SDGs target number 4, which underlines quality education, and number 10, which promotes equality and reduces inequality, are supported by FKUB initiatives that focus on digital literacy and understanding diversity (Bappenas, 2023).

FKUB as an agent of development communication in the virtual space integrates participatory communication theory to strengthen the effects of digital literacy-based harmony. In building harmony based on digital literacy, FKUB offers substantial benefits in creating mutual understanding and religious moderation in virtual spaces. Key benefits of this approach include the active involvement of the community in the communication process, which enables individuals not only as recipients of messages but also as contributors in the creation of messages. By actively engaging the community in online dialog and other activities, FKUB creates a participatory space
that facilitates the community’s contribution to the process of creating harmony based on digital literacy. This approach is in accordance with the research of Syatår, et al. (2020) who said that increasing public understanding of religious and cultural diversity, strengthening tolerance and peaceful coexistence between communities, and promoting religious moderation through education and dialog.

FKUB’s application of participatory communication in building harmony includes the use of online platforms to disseminate educational content such as webinars, podcasts and infographics that build digital literacy and strengthen understanding of different beliefs. This reflects how participatory communication theory can be applied in practice, where communities are invited to engage in the learning process, contribute to content creation, and participate in enriching dialog. This approach not only extends the reach of education but also increases engagement and collective understanding of religious moderation, demonstrating how participatory communication can be an effective tool in responding to the complex dynamics of virtual spaces and promoting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly in creating inclusive, peaceful and just societies (Syarif, 2021). In the context of the SDGs, these steps respond to the call to create an inclusive, peaceful and just society, and actively involve community participation as a key in the process of achieving sustainable development goals. In this way, FKUB transforms into a driving force for harmony in the virtual space that not only mitigates conflict, but also builds a solid foundation for sustainable and inclusive development (Syarif, 2021).

The novelty of this research is the innovative approach of the Religious Harmony Forum (FKUB) in facing the challenges of harmony in virtual space. With a focus on development communication, this research dissects FKUB’s key role in creating religious moderation based on digital literacy. Through the integration of participatory communication theory, this research presents a new paradigm in which the community is not only a recipient of messages, but also a proactive actor in the process of creating a collective understanding of religious harmony. By utilizing online platforms, such as webinars and podcasts, FKUB opens a participatory space that allows the community to contribute to building digital literacy and a deep understanding of diversity.

6. Conclusion

Through the above explanation, the conclusion of this research is that through a development communication strategy, FKUB is able to become the main force in shaping digital literacy-based religious moderation in virtual space. By adopting participatory communication theory, FKUB has succeeded in opening a participatory space that allows the community to be actively involved in building a collective understanding of religious harmony. Digital literacy initiatives and the use of online platforms such as webinars and podcasts prove FKUB’s effectiveness in improving people’s literacy and understanding of religious diversity. Overall, this research confirms that FKUBs are not only mediators of conflict in cyberspace, but also catalysts in realizing inclusive and peaceful sustainable development goals.

FKUB initiated digital literacy-based religious moderation through two development communication models. The first model is a linear model where FKUB
acts as a community educator. The second model is a participatory model that is usually uploaded on Instagram, Facebook, and Youtube social media. This model allows the community to comment and have two-way communication with the FKUB. Both models are oriented towards creating collective intelligence as an indicator of building virtual harmony. Through digital literacy-based development communication, FKUB can be a mediator in meeting the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s), such as: Peace, justice and strong institutions, as well as promoting equality and reducing inequality.

While this study emphasizes the important role of FKUBs in advancing digital literacy-based religious moderation in virtual spaces, it should be acknowledged that limitations in this study include a primary focus on the outcomes and effectiveness of FKUBs’ development communication strategies without going in-depth into the specific challenges faced during their implementation. In addition, this study also relied on qualitative data and anecdotal evidence, which may limit the generalizability of the findings. Future research could remedy this by incorporating quantitative methods or longitudinal studies for a more robust understanding of FKUBs’ long-term impact on digital literacy and religious moderation. In addition, further studies that deepen the intra-group dynamics within FKUBs and involve the perspectives of diverse stakeholders are also needed to enrich our understanding of FKUBs’ role in promoting religious harmony and inclusive development in the digital age.
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